PageRouter Pro Delivers, Within Seconds, Critical Alarms Triggered by PLCs
and Machine Contacts
Canamex Communications announces the release of PageRouter Pro software with PageAlert,
to deliver factory operation alarms to in-house pocket pagers carried by staff working in highnoise environments where traditional loudspeakers, strobes or two-way voice communication
are not effective.
Markham, Ontario (PRWEB) July 17, 2013 -- PageRouter Pro can be connected to robotic controllers, factory
PLC relays and machine contacts that can automatically trigger specific “intelligent” alarms programmed in
PageRouter. You can immediately convey to your staff, the nature of the alarm and its location.
How important is it for your operations to reduce response time to specific factory alarms?
PageRouter Pro with PageAlert, can be used to monitor up to (96) PLC or machine contacts per each of its (12)
sets. You can program specific text describing the alarm to be sent when closing or opening of a particular relay
contact.
When a contact closes or opens, PageRouter Pro delivers a specific alarm, within seconds, to staff with
Canamex’s mobile message receivers. The ALPHA 4 Gold looks like a traditional pager, but don’t be confused.
There are no monthly usage fees – These alphanumeric receivers are part of the PageRouter Pro turnkey
package that you buy, which have been designed for factory usage. They have a very strong vibrator to
announce messages in high-noise environments, a very loud beep and they are UL “intrinsically safe”
approved.
PageRouter Pro provides an interactive drag-and-drop map for alarm assignment flexibility. For example, for
contact #1, program “Glass Oven 12 exceeds temperature”. Then, from a list of users, drag and drop the name
of the person or of a Group of people responsible to respond to that alarm.
To watch how easy it is to program PageRouter Pro with PageAlert, click here.
PageRouter Pro systems with PageAlert are already in operation at many factories in the USA, Canada and
Mexico. Founded in 1978, Canamex Communications has a long history of developing high quality and reliable
products that have contributed to the advancement of wireless delivery of critical messages. For more
information, references and prices, contact Canamex Communications at 1-800-387-4237, or (905) 475-5557.
You can also visit www.canamexcom.com.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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